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Welcome New Members

The President’s Message:

ABC Consulting LLC
Mr. Jerry Newman
110 Westminster Dr.
Troy, MO 63379
(636) 290-0565

As I left off with our last column, the First Regular Session of the 100th General Assembly began January 9,
2019 with 62 new Representatives (38%) and 9 new Senators (26%) for a total 71 new legislators out of 197.
Over 1/3 (36%) of legislators are new to their jobs as a public policy maker.

Acuity Insurance
Mr. Steve Maliborski
2800 S. Taylor Dr.
Shelboygan, WI 53081
(800) 242-7666
Capital Lending
Mr. Andrew Buchanan
120 E. Hwy 94
Jefferson CIty, MO 65101
(417) 597-4337

Upcoming Events
February 5
DOT Compliance Seminar
Kansas City, MO
February 18
President’s Day
MoTA Office CLOSED
February 21
C.O.S.S. Meeting
Location: TBD
February 28-March 1
Safety Conference & Banquet
Camden on the Lake
March 14
DOT Compliance Seminar
St. Louis, MO
April 3
SuperTech Competition
Springfield, MO
April 18
C.O.S.S. Meeting
Location: TBD
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Newly elected Senate President Pro Tem Dave Schatz (R-Sullivan) has appointed Sen Doug Libla (R-Poplar
Bluff) as Chair of Senate Transportation, Infrastructure, and Public Safety. Sen Gary Romine (R-Farmington) will serve as Vice-Chair. Out of the 7 members on the committee, 3 are freshmen Senators (Sen
Justin Brown (R-Rolla); Sen Cindy O’Laughlin (R-Shelbina); and Sen Brian Williams (D-St Louis). Other
committee members include Sen Shalonn (KiKi) Curls (D-Kansas City and Asst Minority Floor Leader);
and Sen Bill Eigel (R-St Peters).
On the House side, newly elected Speaker Elijah Haahr (R-Springfield) appointed Rep Becky Ruth (R-Festus) as Chair of the House Transportation Committee. Rep Nathan Tate (R-St Clair) will serve as ViceChair. Eight of the 14 members of the committee are freshmen: Robert Bromley (R-Carl Junction); Danny
Busick (R-Newtown); Steve Butz (D-St Louis); Aaron Griesheimer (R-Washington); Dave Griffith (R-Jefferson City); Jeff Porter (R-Montgomery City); Greg Sharpe (R-Ewing); and Kevin Windham, Jr (D-St Louis).
Other returning members of the committee include: Ranking member Joe Runions (D-Grandview); Tom
Hurst (R-St Thomas); Glen Kolkmeyer (R-Odessa); and Greg Razer (D-Kansas City).
On Wednesday January 16, 2019 Governor Mike Parson gave his State of the State Address to a joint session
of the legislature. With the defeat of Proposition D by the voters in November of 2018, many were looking
for Governor Parson and his leadership on the future path of transportation funding in his address.
In his budget Governor Parson made two major recommendations from General Revenue to help fund
bridges and other projects at MODOT. The first was a recommendation of a “pledge of appropriation”
bonds in the amount of $351 million. It appears that the issuer of the bonds would be the MODOT Commission. The Governor recommended a General Revenue appropriation to service the debt and interest
payments over a fifteen-year period.
The Governor also recommended a $50 million appropriation from the General Revenue Fund to MODOT
for “local cost sharing” projects. It appears that this funding could be a one-time appropriation from the
carryover cash balance from FY 2018, but the budget document does not explicitly say that.
The total of the two initiatives for the FY 2020 budget is $85 million of General Revenue, which is a very
large number considering MoDOT has not historically received much if any direct funding from the State
General Fund. Stay tuned as this issue heats up during the 2019 session!
As you will see from our bill listing in the Legislative Report, and we have just given you a sampling of the
bills we are tracking, we are watching a number of bills that could impact your trucking and business operations. If you see or hear of anything of specific concern for you or your operation, please do not hesitate to
let us know so we can follow up on it for you.
We will be getting more in depth on individual issues as the session progresses, and we anticipate early
movement on highway funding, workforce development, tort reform and platooning. Stay tuned!

View the Legislative
Bulletin Here
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Converting from AOBRD to ELD: What You Need to
Know
How many truck drivers are currently running with a grandfathered automatic on-board recording device (AOBRD)
is an open question. Estimates have ranged from about 30
percent to 75 percent. J.J. Keller estimates that about 60 percent of motor carriers are operating with an AOBRD device while other manufacturers report various percentages.
Clem Driscoll, founder and principal of consulting firm C.J.
Driscoll & Associates, told FreightWaves he’s heard various
numbers, but 50-50 (percent) would be a good starting point.
Whatever the actual industry-wide number is, as of December 16, 2019, any driver still running an AOBRD will be in
violation of the electronic logging device (ELD) law.
“If you are at 40 percent or 50 percent of devices that are
AOBRDs that need to transition to ELDs, that’s a large number,” Driscoll said. “You’re talking three million trucks that
[might] need them; it’s not going to be painless.”
Drivers and carriers can start taking steps now to ease any
potential pain. It starts by identifying whether you have an
AOBRD installed and whether you need to replace it with an
ELD (some AOBRD devices can be switched to ELD mode),
what functions it should offer; how to use an ELD; and what
paperwork must be retained.
Experts like J.J. Keller suggest checking with the provider if
you are unsure whether you have an ELD or AOBRD and ask
how simple or complex the switchover will be. They also suggest not waiting until the deadline approaches to deploy an
ELD. The number of drivers who waited until the last minute
before the earlier deadlines created industry-wide logjams on
customer support lines and delays in receiving some devices.
“Do I think it will be a seamless transition? The answer is no,”
Driscoll said. “Maybe the most significant thing is going to be
training the drivers on the differences and law enforcement.”
J.J. Keller concurred, even though 100% of its installed base
can switch from AOBRD mode to ELD with an over-the-air
update. Keller said customers continue to underestimate the
amount of driver training and education needed.
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Continue Reading Here
~Freight Waves

Autonomous Trucking Still Distant
ATLANTA — The future of autonomous trucks is further
down the road than people believe, but final-mile delivery
by robots is closer to larger use, said Steve Banker of ARC
Advisory Group, giving his assessment of future disruption
at the SMC3 Jump Start conference.
Banker told the audience of about 550 trucking and logistics
officials on Jan. 29 that while autonomous trucking research
is underway and models are being tested, he expects it will
be a while before they’re widely deployed.
“No one thinks we are going to be there within 10 years,”
Banker said. “Most folks think it’s certainly going to be longer than that.” He added that the likely first step is for trucks
to go from no autonomy to limited autonomy.
Cities and urban areas are a particular problem for autonomous trucks, Banker said, so the focus instead will be on
having autonomous trucks travel between designated stops
along highways — travel centers or factories, for example
— with human drivers switching out at stops along the way.
Once close to delivery, drivers will take over to navigate the
trucks in more congested areas, he said.
While Banker noted technology advocates tell him widespread use of autonomous trucks in this stop-to-stop model
could be implemented within three to five years, he is skeptical. “My guess is they have a vested interest in being optimistic so it’s probably going to be longer than that,” he said.
During remarks on the second day of the conference, Banker spoke not just about the prospects for disruption in the
supply chain, trucking and delivery systems over the next
decade, but also about how he has sometimes underestimated the speed of change.
Right now, for example, e-commerce is rapidly changing
systems of delivery and site selection for warehouses, he
said. And driving that change is e-commerce in urban areas, which is presenting challenges for retailers and freight
companies.
Continue Reading Here
-Transport Topics

2018 Driver of the Month Winners
January

July

Larry Thorp

Samuel Hicks

February

August

Orscheln Farm & Home LLC

Jody J. Bush

TransLand

Keith Schwent

Witte Bros. Exchange Inc.

Buchheit Logistics Inc.

March

September

Nora Black

Kevin Flick

Orscheln Farm & Home LLC

Buchheit Logistics Inc.

April

October

Walter Dexter

Frank Finan

Gully Transportation Inc.

Christenson Transportation Inc.

May

November

Henry Grider

Darin Haggett

TransLand

Buchheit Logistics Inc.

June

December

Sid Naramore

Buchheit Logistics Inc.

Remy Braun

D&D Sexton Inc.

Congratulations!

FMCSA’s hours of service proposal could be
impeded by government shutdown
The partial shutdown of the U.S. government
could delay the publication of a proposed rule
to reform hours of service regulations, according to a U.S. DOT official.
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration
officials hinted in December that a notice of
proposed rulemaking offering potential revisions to federal hours regs could come as early
as March. But the lingering closure of federal
agencies will impede FMCSA’s ability to proceed with the rulemaking process, the official
said.
Though the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration remains mostly unaffected by the
shutdown, operations at other branches of the
DOT have been hampered. More than 20,000
U.S. DOT workers are furloughed, including
more than 400 of the 1,470 employees at the the
DOT’s Office of the Secretary (OST). Also, 327
employees at the White House’s Office of Management and Budget’s (OMB) 488 employees
have been furloughed.

Those two agencies — the OST and the OMB
— must review and approve the hours of service
notice of proposed rulemaking before it’s published. Since operations at those agencies have been mostly shutdown, “everything’s stopped,” the official said, referring to the federal rulemakings process.
The official didn’t say whether FMCSA had filed an hours of service proposal with OST, which must clear it before it heads
to OMB. But there’s “back and forth” required between the three agencies (OST, OMB and FMCSA), the official said.
It usually takes weeks, if not months, for rulemakings to be cleared for publication. Once cleared, the proposed rule will be
sent back to FMCSA.
“Until [the shutdown] is rectified,” the official said, the hours rule will be hung up in that procedural process.
What’s more, when the government shutdown ends and employees at the OST and OMB return to work, they’ll have a
large backlog of rulemakings and filings to address from all other government agencies, the official said, which will further
impede the hours of service proposal.
Coninue Reading Here
~Commercial Carriers Journal
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FMCSA grants trucking industry request for federal pre-emption of California meal and rest break laws
Washington — The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration
on Dec. 21 granted a petition to pre-empt California’s meal and
rest break rules for commercial motor vehicle drivers, stating that
the rules are incompatible with current federal hours-of-service
regulations and cause “a disruption in interstate commerce.”

SMS changes scrapped as FMCSA seeks a better
way to quantify data

Following the publication of a National Academy of
Sciences (NAS) report last June that recommended
changes to the way the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration (FMCSA) records and displays data
in its SMS program, the agency has decided to scrap
proposed changes. Instead, FMCSA said it will furThe American Trucking Associations submitted the petition Sept. ther study the NAS recommendations and work to24, asking whether federal law (49 USC 31141) allows for an over- ward implementing them into its SMS website.
ride of the California regulations, which entitle drivers to a 30-minute off-duty mealtime after each five hours of work. The rules also “As a result of the ongoing implementation of the
call for a 10-minute rest period for every four hours of work or one NAS recommendations, FMCSA removed the prehour’s pay for each day drivers do not receive the meal/rest period. view from the SMS website and will not be proceeding with the proposed changes at this time,” FMCSA
ATA claimed that the state’s rules would add, “at a conservative said in a Federal Register Notice.
estimate, 80 minutes of additional non-productive time to a 10hour day beyond the requirements of the federal HOS rules.” The Mandated by Congress in the Fixing America’s Surorganization also asserted that “by arbitrarily forcing trucks off the face Transportation Act (FAST Act), the NAS report
road more frequently, state rules like California’s also contribute suggested FMCSA look at whether public display
to a critical shortage of truck parking, with serious safety implica- of Safety Measurement System (SMS) scores – the
tions.”
scores that support the CSA program - is warranted
and that the agency reconfigure its modeling when
A group of 19 congressional Democrats urged FMCSA to deny the generating those SMS scores, perhaps replacing the
petition in a letter sent to Secretary of Transportation Elaine Chao current system with a model based on “Item Reon Oct. 31, stating the pre-emption would “have a dramatic impact sponse Theory.”
on the rights of states to protect the safety of the public, to maintain highway safety and to provide for the well-being of commer- Today, FMCSA formally rescinded two previous nocial truck drivers.”
tices of enhancements to the CSA program in favor
of further exploring the NAS recommendations.
In its determination, FMCSA states that federal law provides for
pre-emption of state laws that “are additional to or more stringent The NAS study advised FMCSA to not make changthan federal regulations” if they have no safety benefit, are incom- es to the program using “ad hoc analysis” and inpatible with federal regulations, or would cause “an unreasonable stead adopt the Item Response Theory (IRT) model.
burden” on interstate commerce.
IRT is a data-driven approach that has been used in
other settings, such as ranking hospitals,
The agency concluded that California’s meal and rest break laws
would have “no safety benefits that extended beyond those already says Science Daily. It is relatively unproven in truckprovided by the Federal Motor Carrier Safety regulations.” It adds ing, but FMCSA and NAS believe that if utilized
that the laws are incompatible with federal HOS rules and would correctly, it can provide improved modeling data to
cause an unreasonable burden on interstate commerce.
identify carriers at the most risk.
In the NAS report last June, the group recommend“Safety is FMCSA’s top priority, and having uniform rules is a key ed six approaches FMCSA could take to improve the
component to increasing safety for our truck drivers,”
CSA program. Those are:
Continue Reading Here
Continue Reading Here
~
Safety
&
Health
Magazine
~FreightWaves
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Marijuana Madness: This Is How CBD Oil Can Cause A
Failed Drug Test
Cannabidiol, otherwise referred to as CBD is considered by a
growing number of Americans to be the best thing since sliced
bread. Not only does this non-intoxicating component of the
cannabis plant provide people with relief from conditions ranging from anxiety to chronic pain, but it’s also mostly overlooked
by law enforcement, in spite of its outlaw status in the eyes of the
federal government.
But people are being told that they can consume CBD on a daily
basis and never have to worry about failing a drug test. Unfortunately, this claim isn’t entirely valid. It turns out there is still
a minute risk of failing a drug test when using CBD products.
Sadly, it is impossible to know whether an individual is susceptible to this result until it is too late. There are many variables to
consider.
Earlier this month, a woman from Atlanta, Georgia claims she
lost a job opportunity because a pre-employment drug screen
discovered THC metabolites coursing through her veins. But
how could this be? She didn’t have a history of marijuana use.
The only thing even remotely close to marijuana she consumed
before the test was the CBD oil her doctor recommended as a
way for her to combat anxiety and pain.
CANCELLATIONS
A report from WSB-TV 2 indicates that the woman, who has
Company Name
Status
Dues
asked to remain anonymous, used CBD oil for two weeks before
Cassesns
Transport
Co.
For
Hire
$1,059.91
she was invited to submit a drug test for a new job. She thought
McCoy Scrap Processing Co.
Waste Hauler
$396.00
she had nothing to worry about, up until human resources called
to tell her she had been disqualified from the applicant pool due
to a failed result.
“They expressed that I have a positive THC test,” the woman said. “I have never consumed marijuana in my life.”
Although the CBD compound itself will not lead to a failed drug test, Anthony Laborde of Discount Nutrition, which sells
a variety of hemp-based CBD products, including the brand the woman reportedly used, says “it is one thing we warn our
customers about, there's a possibility.”
Because CBD products do contain a trace amount of THC (no more than 0.3 percent), he said, “there is always a possibility you could fail” a drug screen.
It is due to the inconsistencies associated with the manufacturing of CBD products that makes it impossible for the consumer to know what they are getting their hands on....
Continue Reading Here
~Forbes
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Expand third-party testing? CDL testing delays costing states, drivers billions of dollars

NY governor says he’ll punish truckers who violate travel
ban

Last fall, the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) made public the results of a survey that
showed no wait times, beyond a 14-day federal and various state-mandated wait times, for new truck drivers
taking their behind-the-wheel skills test to obtain a commercial driver’s license (CDL) in the majority of states.

New York Governor Andrew Cuomo has declared war on
truck drivers who are in violation of a weather related travel
ban issued earlier this week.

The survey, though, was not complete according to critics,
as it lacked context for its findings and relied on states to
self-report. Some states didn’t respond (FMCSA received
responses from only 46 states) and of those that did respond, “two states provided only general comments, one
state provided data from a few of its test locations, two
states provided detailed information on each segment of
the CDL skills test, while the remaining 41 states provided the majority of information requested,” FMCSA wrote
in the report.

On Tuesday January 29, Cuomo issued a a travel ban forbidding all tractor trailers to travel on several major interstates
as well as the New York State Thruway due to a severe winter
storm.

Students must pass a written test and then wait the federally mandated 14 days before taking a skills test in all
states before obtaining a CDL. In some states, though,
scheduling that test can take weeks, if not months.

Cuomo said that the regular penalty issued by New York
State Police to truck drivers for violating the ban — a $450
fine and two points on the license — was not enough and
now he wants troopers to issue criminal charges, according
to WETM18.

The Commercial Vehicle Training Association (CVTA),
which represents commercial truck driver training programs in the U.S., wasn’t convinced the report accurately represented the problems that delays in testing cause.
FMCSA found that in 30 states there was no delay in
scheduling a test, but in the remaining 16 states, those
delays ranged from one day in Arkansas and Minnesota
up to 47 days in New Jersey. However, as Don Lefeve,
president and CEO of CVTA, told FreightWaves, for students that must retake a failed test, as 29 percent do, that
wait time can extend several more weeks.

“This is a disgrace,” Cuomo said of the truckers who violated
a tractor trailer ban.

But on Wednesday, January 30, after a 21 vehicle pileup on
the New York State Thruway that involved tractor trailer
drivers who were in violation on the ban, Cuomo declared
that there will be much more severe penalties for drivers
who violate weather-related bans in the future.

He said, “It won’t just be a traffic citation. It could be a crime.
Under the penal law, there can be a crime under Section 120
for reckless endangerment and assault. So we are not kidding
around about the tractor trailer ban. We put it in place. We
have the data to show that when tractor trailers violate the
ban, bad things happen.”
Cuomo also said that drivers who violate the ban are at risk
of losing their CDL. “A criminal infraction could cause them
to lose their commercial driver’s license (CDL). So we are
100 percent serious,” he said.

To help put the FMCSA survey in context, CVTA commissioned an economic impact study to find out what Additionally, Cuomo says that officials will be looking at EZ
testing delays were actually costing society.
Pass records to try to locate and punish truck drivers who
violated the ban.
“Now that we have this data, what does it mean?,” Lefeve
asked. “Certainly, there are instances where people say, ‘I On Thursday morning, Cuomo even left his office to tour
can’t afford to wait for the test, I have to go back and get a roads in the Erie County area to personally warn truck drivjob,’ and our schools have seen that.”
ers not to violate the ban — or else.
Continue Reading Here
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Continue Reading Here
~CDL Life

EQUIPMENTFMCSA approves new camera monitoring system as alternative to conventional rear-vision
mirrors
WASHINGTON — The Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration has approved an exemption application
from Stoneridge Inc. that will allow the company’s MirrorEye Camera Monitor System (CMS) to be installed
as an alternative to conventional rear-vision mirrors
currently required on commercial motor vehicles in the
United States.
The decision will apply solely to Stoneridge’s MirrorEye
system, making it the only CMS that allows for complete
removal of traditional mirrors in the U.S., said a Stoneridge news release.
“This decision will help bring an innovative driver vision
technology to market that will greatly improve the safety of everyone who shares the road,” said Jon DeGaynor,
Stoneridge president and CEO. “The MirrorEye Camera
Monitor System empowers truck drivers to avoid potential collisions by the elimination of certain blind spots,
expansion of their field of view and increased awareness
of the truck’s surroundings. This exemption allows our
customers to fully recognize both the safety and fuel
economy benefits of MirrorEye.”

Peloton’s tech lets truckers play follow the leader to boost
fuel economy
This year’s CES seemed to be all about electric, hydrogen,
and autonomous trucks, but there’s a lot more going on in the
world of long-haul trucking than that. Consider Peloton Technology, for example. This company, based in Mountain View,
California, intends to deliver a technological boost to conventional trucking through its proprietary platooning technology.
Other companies are working on similar tech.
“Our approach around technology in the trucking segment
was really to look at the various levels of automation and come
up with a solution that we think could be applicable quicker
than some of the other solutions out there,” said Rod McLane,
vice president of marketing and customer success at Peloton
Technology. “Our Platoon Pro product is a level one [autonomous] solution. What it does is really allow these semi trucks
to travel in close proximity, what we call platoons, with the
primary focus being reducing fuel consumption.”

Peloton’s solution allows semi trucks to take advantage of aerodynamics in the same way that racing cars build momentum
by getting into a line and “drafting” around a racetrack. Essentially, a low-pressure area is created behind the lead vehicle as
it pushes the air aside. By following closely, a string of vehicles
can take advantage of that low-pressure area to reduce engine
load and increase fuel economy. As a bonus, the lead vehicle
In granting the exemption, FMCSA noted the MirrorEye gets a little push through the air, too.
CMS consists of multiple digital cameras mounted on
the exterior of the CMV and enclosed in an aerodynamic “We’ve seen the fuel savings across both trucks averaging
package that provides both environmental protection for around seven to seven-and-a-quarter percent,” McLane told
the cameras and a mounting location for optimal visibil- Digital Trends. “Following trucks save about 10 percent and
ity.
the front truck saves about four-and-a-half percent.”
FMCSA said each camera has video processing software
that presents a clear, high-definition image to the driver
by means of a monitor mounted to each A-pillar of the
CMV, i.e., the structural member between the windshield
and door of the cab.

DEDICATED SHORT-RANGE COMMUNICATION
Peloton’s technology is based on a bit of tech called DSRC, an
acronym that stands for dedicated Short-range communication. This open-source wireless protocol works around the 5.9
GHz band, which can also be used for Wi-Fi communications.
In 1999, the Federal Commuunications Commission dedicatThe agency said Stoneridge explained in its exemption re- ed about 75 Mhz of this spectrum exclusively for automotive
quest that attaching the monitors to the A-pillars avoids use, specifically for vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-anything
the creation of incremental blind spots while eliminating communications.
the blind spots associated with conventional mirrors.
Continue Reading Here
~Digital Trends
Continue Reading Here
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Transportation Industry Continues to Embrace Technology
The collective transportation and logistics industry is showing a strong embrace of technological developments, according to VDC Research’s 2018 Enterprise Buyer Behavior study.
In regards to mobile technology end users, the study notes a 51.1 percent year-over-year increase in transportation
respondent’s extreme satisfaction with the pace of their organization’s mobile initiatives, and a 23.4 percent 12-month
improvement in extreme satisfaction with the adoption of mobile applications.
And trucking transportation is no exception, says VDC Research analyst Pat Nolan in a blog post.
“A recent wave of big rig-targeted technologies have gained traction thanks to the forced introduction of the trucking
and tech worlds. This is a result of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration’s (FMCSA) official enforcement of
the long-coming Electronic Logging Device (ELD) Rule in December 2017,” Nolan explains.
The ELD congressional mandate requires commercial drivers—at least those required to prepare hour-of-service records—to use ELDs to ensure safer driving practices.
Nolan points to Konexial’s My20 ELD as one of the top solutions on the market. Konexial’s ELD automatically logs a
driver’s location, hours-of-service and available capacity to fulfill FMCSA compliance rules. Further enhancing the
device, its GoLoad dynamic load matching platform uses the data provided from the My20 ELD to dynamically match
up drivers who have extra hours and capacity with available loads from shippers based on location, direction, hours of
service, and economic criteria—providing drivers with opportunities to dramatically increase earning potential.
“At roughly $130 for the device and a $15/month subscription fee per user for the app, it is a cost-effective tool for ELD
compliance, log auditing and GPS tracking with a breadth of other integrated functionalities,” adds Nolan.
While Nolan says ELD solutions serve as a technological entry point, trucking operations have also been exposed to a
number of niche digital opportunities that can drive efficiencies and improve fleet safety.
“Companies like Netradyne and SmartDrive focus on highly intelligent dash cams to monitor and manage driver performance, provide safety alerts and expedite accident handling. Others offer IoT sensors equipped throughout a fleet that
can be used to analyze and optimize fuel usage, parts maintenance and routing,” he says.
Also of note is software developer Samsara, which offers a nearly complete suite for fleet digitalization. In his blog post,
Nolan highlights the following features:
•
•
•
•
•

A plug-and-play hardware device coupled with a smartphone app as an ELD solution;
A hardware unit that also serves as a WiFi hotspot to avoid cellular data costs;
Dash cams and sensors and a cloud-based dashboard that offers real-time fleet location and alerts, routing and dispatch planning;
A variety of reporting and analytics features; and
Support of productivity apps like email, text and video messaging, CRM, and work order management.
Continue Reading Here
~Supply & Demand Chain
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International Used Truck
Center of Kansas City
1475 N . Corrington Ave
Kansas City, MO 6410
(888) 570-7714

av38pf

au44ln

av08at

au44bh

FLEET MAINTAINED!

CUMMINS POWER!

N13 WITH SCR POWER!

MULTIPLE UNITS!

2015 INTERNATIONAL PROSTAR+
N13, 450 HP, 10 Spd, 298K Miles,
Stk# 45843  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $57,500

2015 INTERNATIONAL PROSTAR+
ISX, 450 HP, 10 Spd, Air Ride Susp .,
488K Miles, Stk# 455815  .  .  .  . $62,600

2016 INTERNATIONAL PROSTAR+
N13, 450 HP, 10 Spd, 391K Miles,
Double Bunk, Stk# 456020  .  .$59,000

2015 INTERNATIONAL PROSTAR+
N13, 450 HP, 10 Spd, 230” WB, 285K
Miles, Stk# 450274  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $61,500

at50wp

av08bm

at50wp

LOW MILEAGE!

2015 INTERNATIONAL 8600 N13,
410 HP, 10 Spd, 196K Miles,
Stk# 449234  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .$54,000

FLEET MAINTAINED!

GREAT MID-ROOF

CUMMINS POWER!

2015 INTERNATIONAL 8600 N13,
410 HP, 10 Spd, 171” WB, 196K Miles,
Stk# 449234  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .$54,000

2014 INTERNATIONAL PROSTAR+
N13, 450 HP, Automatic, Air Ride
Susp ., 367K Miles  .  .  .  .  . Stk# 448341

2015 INTERNATIONAL PROSTAR+
ISX, 400 HP, 10 Spd, 384K Miles, N13
Stk# 453976  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $62,500

au62td

au15rg

N13 WITH SCR POWER!
2015 INTERNATIONAL PROSTAR+
N13, 450 HP, 10 Spd, 230” WB, 359K
Miles, Stk# 455691  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $52,500
av73ea

at18iq

LOW MILEAGE!

2015 INTERNATIONAL PROSTAR+
N13, 450 HP, 10 Spd, 291K Miles,
N13, Stk# 451897  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $57,500

26 FOOT FLAT BED

LOW MILES!

2012 INTERNATIONAL 4400
SBA,DT, 285 HP, 5 Spd, 52 GVW,
194K Miles, Stk# 455986  .  .  .  . $36,000

2015 INTERNATIONAL 8600 N13,
410 HP, 10 Spd, 196K Miles,
Stk# 449234  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .$54,000
av75jg

N13 WITH SCR!
2015 INTERNATIONAL PROSTAR+ N13,
450 HP, 10 Spd, 273K, Auto-Shift,
Stk# 458641  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $57,500

at96no

FLEET MAINTAINED!

FLEET MAINTAINED!

2015 INTERNATIONAL PROSTAR
N13, 450 HP, 10 Spd, 230” WB, 324K
Miles, Stk #: 450724  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $54,500

2014 INTERNATIONAL 4300 SBA
MaxxDT, 215 HP, Automatic, 272” WB,
178K Miles, Stk# 454393  .  .  .  . $29,500

au62uj

at50wp

av38pv

au62sq

CUMMINS POWER!

2015 INTERNATIONAL PROSTAR+
ISX, 450 HP, Automatic, 482K Miles,
Stk# 458899  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .$60,000

at50wp

ONLY 250K MILES!

2015 INTERNATIONAL PROSTAR+
N13, 450 HP, 10 Spd, 390K Miles, N13
Stk# 448890  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $52,500
av38pf

LOW MILEAGE!

2015 INTERNATIONAL 8600 N13,
410 HP, 10 Spd, 196K Miles, Stk#
449234 $54,000
av83lf

N13 POWER!

CUMMINS POWER!

2015 INTERNATIONAL PROSTAR+
N13, 450 HP, 10 Spd, 298K Miles,
Stk# 458431  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $57,500

2015 INTERNATIONAL PROSTAR+
ISX, 450 HP, Automatic, 528K Miles,
Stk# 458897  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $59,500
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Time is Running out!
Safety Conference
February 28th - March 1st

Camden on the Lake
2359 Bittersweet Road
Lake Ozark, MO 65049

2019
Room Rates: $112.00 + Tax

Room block expires February 1, 2019
To make reservations, contact the hotel directly at:
(573) 365-5620 or go to www.camdenonthelake.com and use the group code MOTR0219

Sponsorship Opportunities
Still Available

Registration fee includes: meetings, educational sessions and meal functions (including banquet) listed on agenda.

Become a
Sponsor

1 This is my first time attending this conference

Name: ________________________________________________

1 Yes, I am interested in being a sponsor - call me

Spouse/Guest (if attending): ____________________________

1 Yes, I will be attending the banquet on the 28th
1 Yes, charge me for ________ additional banquet tickets for the

Company: _____________________________________________

Awards Banquet
Thursday Reception
I will be attending the Conference on the following days:
Sleeping Rooms
1 Thursday February 28
Lunch
1 FridayThursday
March 1
Friday Breakfast
Registration Fee (Per Attendee)
Lanyards
1 Safety Council
Member: $200
1
MoTA or State
Driver
of Assn.
theMember:
Year$215Award

Address: _______________________________________________
City: ____________________ State: ______ Zip Code: __________

th

st

10

1 MoTA Motor Carrier Counsel: $250

Driver of the Month Program
Thursday Morning Break
Additional
Banquet ticket
total: $ _______.00
Thursday
Afternoon
Break
Friday
Morning
Please
return registration
withBreak
payment to:
Missouri Trucking Association
Banquet
Flowers
PO Box
1247 - Jefferson
City, MO 65102
Meeting Rooms

following people @ $55 each
________________________________ _______________________________
________________________________ _______________________________

1 Check enclosed made payable to MoTA
1 Charge my credit card: 1 Visa

1MasterCard

1 AmEx

1 Disc

Credit Card Number: _____________________________________________
Questions?
Call
(573) 634-3388
1 Non MoTA Member: $300
Exp Date: ______________________ Verification Code: ________________
1 Non MoTA Member Counsel: $550

